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Greek or Indian? The
Questions ofMenander
and onomastic patterns in
early Gandhära
Stefan Baums

This chapter reconsiders the relationship between Hellenistic society
and Buddhism in Bactria and Gandhara between the third century
BCEandthe second century CE.' It does so with a dual focus: the
question of the literary antecedents, authorship and audience of the

Milindapañha/Näxian bigia jing AFCLAK will be raised first; then
it introduces newepigraphic evidence for the state of Hellenistic society and Buddhism in the period under consideration and presents a
comprehensive analysis of the relevant onomastic data in the inscriptions; andfinally, it concludes by bringing this epigraphic evidence to
bear on the questions raised about the Milindapanha andits place in
society.’
In briefest historical outline,’ Menander was a Bactrian Greek king
who reigned around 150 BCE and conquered parts of India (up to
Mathura and, temporarily, Pataliputra), leaving behind a very large
coin issue, brief references in the works of the Alexander historians
and — unique amongGreekrulers — literary echo as the interlocutor
of the monk Nagasenain the Buddhist scholastic dialogue preserved to

us in Chinesetranslation as the Ndxidn bigitt jing ALFCLE EAS (‘Stitra
of the Monk Nagasena’) and in Pali translation as the Milindapanha
(‘Questions of Menander’). The extant Chinese translation was prepared in the fourth century CE onthebasis of an earlier translation of
the third century CE and goesback to an Indianoriginal in a language
other than Pali, and possibly Gandhari.* The Pali translation consists
of an old core (pages 1-89 of Trenckner’s edition) corresponding to
the Chinese translation (though itself incorporating several younger
elements) and at least three later textual layers (pages 90-420 of
Trenckner’s edition) that had been addedto it by the time the Pali
commentaries were composedin the fifth century CE.’ The dialogue
of Menander and Nägasena takes place over a period of two days.
On thefirst day, Menander drives his chariot to visit Nägasenain his
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assembly, challenges him with a series of questions on the nature of the
world and leaves on horseback, thoroughly convinced by Nägasena
on all points. On the second day, Nagasena visits Menanderin his palace and answersa furtherseries of questions (occasionally interjecting
questions of his own). The text ends on the morning of the third day
when Menander and Nagasena meetonelast time to assure each other
of their respect.®
In an early article on Hellenism in Bactria and India, the Scottish historian W. W. Tarn (1902: 272-274, following Takakusu junjiro 高
順次 郎 suggested that the dialogue between Menander and Nägasena
may have been based on anearlier dialogue between the Buddha and
a king Nanda(a version of which is preserved in a Chinese avadana
collection) and that the legend, reported by Plutarch, of the division
of Menander’s ashesinto eight parts likewise appears to be based on
the division of the Buddha’s relics into eight parts. Concerning the
historical king Menander’s attitude to Buddhism, Tarn considers it
likely that he was favorably disposed to the Indian religion for political expediency, although we have no positive evidence for any more
active support (the title Sixo1oc = dhamika, Skt. dharmika, and the
eight-spoked wheel on Menander’s coinage canrefer to general Indian
notions of just kingship and universal rule).’ Tarn further suggested
that the author of the dialogue may have been attracted to Menander
simply because he was the most powerful and famous of the IndoGreek rulers. (I will return to the larger question of why a Greek ruler
was chosen atall.)

Meanwhile, after Albrecht Weber’s early proposal that the Milindapanha could be a direct Indian response to the Socratic dialogues,
Indological opinion had cometo prefer the Upanisadic dialogues and
other inner-Indian models as its most likely literary antecedents.’ But
Tarn’s thoughts on this matter developed in the opposite direction,
and in an excursus in his groundbreaking history of the Greeks in
Bactria and India,’ he presented an elaborate theory that the familiarity with Greek customsin the old core of the Milindapañha presupposed anoriginal written by a Greek in the Greek language soon after
Menander’s time; this hypothetical original was in turn based on the
legend of Alexander asking ten questions of Indian gymnosophists and
the hypothetical Greek Ur-Milindapanha itself travelled to the West
and there inspired an unknown Greek author to compose the core
of the dialogue between King Ptolemy II and the seventy-two Jewish
elders that is preserved in Aristeas’ letters to Philocrates. For Tarn,
his theory of a Greek Ur-Milindapañha formed part of a larger postulate of a body of lost Bactrian Greek literature, for which he could
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only adduce the evidence of one unusual city name ‘Iomousa’, which
he explains as a nickname derived from the beginning of a hymn I®
Motoa ‘Hail, O Muse’, and anotherslightly less unusual city name,
‘Euthymedeia’ (Ev@upéde1a), which he takes as a nickname plucked
from a composition in hexameter verse (in which this name would
scan).

Soon after the publication of Tarn’s book, Jan Gonda devoted an
entire article’? to justified criticism of Tarn’s arguments for a Greek
Ur-Milindapanha, favouring, like most of his fellow Indologists,''
an Indian literary origin (and in particular Buddhist canonical dialogues like that between the Buddha and King Ajätasatru in the
Sramanyaphalasitra), although Gonda cautiously adds that although
he does notbelieve that Tarn’s specific arguments carry weight, he cannot entirely rule out a Greek prototype for the Milindapanha. A. K.
Narain in Appendix I of his 1957 book on the Indo-Greekssimilarly
argues against that part of Tarn’s argument which hinges on a supposed underlying Greek distinction between the Indian variant word
forms Yona and Yonaka (both meaning ‘Greek’ or ‘Western foreigner’
in general), but he does not address the larger question of a Bactrian
Greek literature and a possible origin of the Milindapañha in it.
Tarn died in 1957, just one year before the first of an unbroken
string of discoveries of Greek inscriptions from Bactria that support
his theory of a living Greek literary tradition in this country in the
third and second centuries BCE. This string of discoveries was foreshadowedby the single Greek phrase, 514 Παλαμήδου, ‘on behalf of
Palamédés’, at the bottom of a Bactrian-language inscription discovered at Surkh Kotal and first published in 1954.'? In 1958 this was
followed by the discovery at Kandahar (Alexandria in Arachosia) of
a bilingual Greek-Aramaic summary version of the Buddhist edicts of
Emperor Asoka, and in 1964 by the further discovery in the samecity
of a faithful Greek translation of Asoka’s Rock Edicts XII and XIIL,'?
both dated to the third century BCE.
One year later, French excavations started in Ai Khanum (maybe
Alexandria on the Oxus), and between 1965 and 1978 these brought
to light a total of four Greek stone inscriptions, ca. thirty financial
records inscribed on pottery and the remains of two literary manuscripts. Of special significance for our purposesis an extract from the
Delphic Maxims inscribed around the year 300 BCE by a certain Klearkhos in the heroon of Kinéas),'* a papyrus manuscript containing
a Greek philosophical treatise dating from ca. 250 BCE anda parchment manuscript preserving fragments of a Greek drama dating from
ca. 200 BCE.* A later find at Kandahar(first published in 1979) was
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the statue of a hunting dog with a Greek verse inscription by its owner,
the son of Aristönaks, expressing his gratitude for having been saved
from the attack of a wild animal(third century BCE).!* Mostrecently,
an altar of Hestia was discovered in Kuliab (ca. 100 km northeast
of Ai Khanum) with an epigram recording its dedication by a certain Héliddotos to King Euthidémosandhis son, the ‘glorious conqueror’ (of Gandhara) Démétrios.!” The historical reference assigns
this inscription to the beginning of the second century BCE.In addition to these literary monuments, over the years a sizeable numberof
non-literary Greek inscriptions, graffiti and papyri have been found at
varioussites in Bactria.'®
Although the inscriptions mentioned so far, whether imported or
produced locally (as predicted by Tarn), are purely Greek in form
and content, one last important Greek inscription recently discovered, probably in Kandahar, has an author with an Indian name.”
In this funerary stele, S6phutos (probably = Subhiti), son of Naratos
(probably = Narada), recounts in hexametric verse how, deprived of

his family fortune but well trained in archery andthe arts, he went
abroad, earned a new fortune and returnedin triumphto his hometown. The great importance of the stele of Subhiiti lies in the fact
that it attests at an early date, probably the second century BCE, the
existence of thoroughly Hellenized Indian expatriates, considering the
Greek townsof Bactria their home and engagingin the production of
Greek literaryart.
The inverse situation is presented by the well-known pillar of
Hëliédôros in Vidi$ä, dating from ca. 110 BCE.? In the inscription
on this pillar Héliddoros (Heliodora), son of Diön (Diya) from Taxila
and ambassadorof the Bactrian king Antialkidas (Amtalikita), records
its dedication to the supreme god Vasudeva(i.e., Visnu) and payshis
respects to the local ruler Kasiputra Bhagabhadra. Just as in the early
second century BCE some membersof the Indian upperclass hadsettled in Bactria and adopted Hellenistic culture, by the late second century BCE Bactrian Greeks had settled in India and engagedin Indian
religious practices.
Apart from the coin legends and Héliédoros’ pillar, nine Indianlanguage inscriptions produced by bearers of Greek names were
knownto Tarn.”! The twoearliest of these, occurring in dated inscriptions, are Theödotos (Theuduta), the meridarch, dedicating a Buddhist reliquary in Swat in the early first century BCE (CKI** 32) and
Theödöros (Thaidora), son of Datia, donating a pond using a Buddhist
formula in (probably) the year 73/72 BCE (CKI 57). The other seven
inscriptions are undated, but five of them are likely to belong to the
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late first century BCE or early first century CE: the seal ring of Theodämas (Theudama) from Bajaur (CKI 34), the seal ring of Démétrios
(Timitra) from Vidisä, the seal ring of Deinippos (Denipa) from Taxila (CKI 106) and two silver cups of Theödöros (Theutara), son of

Theörös (?) (Thavara), from Taxila (CKI 88, 89). The remaining two
inscriptions belong to the Kusäna period: the training weight of the
wrestler Menandros (Minamdra, i.e., Menander) from an unknown

findspot (CKI 143) and the dedication of a Buddha image by Sophé
(Sapha) from Jamalgarhi (CKI 118). One Kusäna-period inscription
not mentioned by Tarn is the Zeda well dedication of Hipeadhia(or,
in Falk’s (2009b) new reading, Hiperecaa) whose hybrid name may

contain the Greek element Hippias or Hippo- (CKI 148). Likewise
not mentioned by Tarn (because they were discovered and published
just one year before his 1938 history) are two further inscriptions: the
relic dedication of Macayemana from Puskalavati honouring a king
Avakhajhada whose nameappears to be a hybrid of Greek Eukhé and
Iranian -zada ‘son’ (CKI 178), and the important and controversial
Shinkot Casket from Bajaur (CKI 176). The latter contains a series of
inscriptions recording the donation andreestablishmentofrelics of the
Buddha, and the oldest of these inscriptions (if genuine) contains an
incompletely preserved dating by regnal year of King Menander, which
would make it the earliest (mid-second century BCE) Indian inscription after the Asokan edicts (mid-third century BCE). Falk (2005)?
has raised doubts about the authenticity of this particular inscription
on the Shinkot Casket, but because part of his argument hinges on the
unusual formulation of a separate passage on the casket, and because
the apparentcorrection of the date from the eighth to the fourteenth
day of the month (both customary daysforrelic installations) appears
authentic, I am still inclined to accept this reference to Menander on
the Shinkot Casket as genuine.”
The years since 1938 have broughtto light thirteen more Gandhari
inscriptions by bearers of Greek names. In order of publication, these
are (1) the Bajaur relic dedication of Satruleka mentioning his son
Ménandros (Menamdra) and dated to the year 19/20 CE (CKI 257);
(2) the relic dedication of Satasaka, son of Hermaios (Hirmaa), rein-

stalled by Aprakhaka, son of Hélidphilos (Heliuphila), and dated to
the year 98/99 CE (CKI 328); (3) a possibly spurious relic dedication from Hadda dating to 19/18 BCE and mentioning a Hermaios
(Hirmaa), son of Mahomava, and another Hermaios (Hirmaa), son of
Sonaksita, among the donors (CKI 455); (4) the ownership inscription
of Theodamas (Theudama) ona silver vessel from a first-century CE
Central Asian hoard (CKI 727); (5) the relic dedication of Helaiita (see
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later), son of Démétrios (Demetria), dated to 63/64 CE (CKI 564); (6)

the dedicatory inscription on silver vessel of the meridarch Kalliphön
(Kaliphona) from the Mohmand Agency dating from the second or
early first century BCE (CKI 552); and (7-13) seven seals, sealings and
tokens from the Aman ur Rahmancollection belonging to Eukratidés
(Evukratita, CKI 917), to a son of fsandros (Isamdra, CKI 972), to a

son of Zéndphilos (Zenupila, CKI 987), to Theuta (see later, CKI 969),
to Theodämas (Theudama, CKI 978), to Dionusödöros (Dinisidora,

CKI 1000) and to Deinokrates (Denukrata、 CKI 1030).2 See Table 1.1
for an alphabetical overview of all Greek namesattested in Gändhäri
inscriptions currently known.
Excluded both in Tarn’s list and in my expandedlist are the numerous Greek names of Gandhäran rulers attested on their coinage; the
names of Macedonian months, used in parallel with the Indian system
Table 1.1 Greek names in Gändhäri inscriptions
Name

Inscription

Amtikini, Amtekine (Antigonos)
Amtiyoka, Amtiyoga (Antiokhos)

CKI 13, 27 (Asoka, rock edict)
CKI 2, 13, 16, 27 (Asoka, rock edict)
CKI 13, 27 (Asoka, rock edict)
CKI 178 (relic donation)
CKI 972 (sealing)
CKI 917 (token)
CKI 552 (phial)
CKI 13, 27 (Asoka, rock edict)
CKI 88, 89 (silver cups) .
CKI 57 (pond donation), 88, 89
(silver cups), 955 (token)
CKI 34 (seal), 727 (silver vessel),
978 (sealing)
CKI 32 (reliquary)
CKI 1000 (seal)
CKI 106 (seal)
CKI 1030 (seal)
CKI 564 (relic donation)
CKI 13, 27 (Asoka, rock edict)
CKI 143 (weight), 176 (reliquary),
257 (reliquary)

Alikasudara (Aléksandros)

Avakha (Eukhé)
Isamdra (fsandros)

Evukratita (Eukratidés)

Kaliphona (Kalliphôn)

Turamaya (Ptolemaios)
Thavara (Theörös?)
Theutara, Thaidora, (* Theu)sora
(Theödöros)
Theudama (Theodamas)
Theuduta (The6dotos)
Dinisidora (DionusGdoros)
Denipa (Deinippos)
Denukrata (Deinokratés)
Demetria (Démétrios)
Maka (Magas)
Menamdra, Minamdra, Minedra
(Ménandros)

Sapha (Sophé)

CKI 118 (image donation)

Hirmaa (Hermaios)

CKI 328 (reliquary), 455 (gold leaf)
CKI 328 (reliquary)
CKI 987 (token)

Heliuphila (Hélidphilos)
Zenupila (Zéndphilos)
Source: Prepared by author
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of months in Gändhäri inscriptions; and the three Hellenistic administrative titles attested in Gandhära: stratega (strategös), meridarkha
(meridarkhés) and anamkaya (anagkaios). In particular, the ubiquitous
and prestigious Greek namesof rulers on coins will have served as an
important vector for the adoption of Greek names in Gandhära in
general.
Considering only the epigraphic data, several observations can be
made on the mechanisms whereby these Greek names were acculturated in their Gandhäran context. First of all, three of the inscriptions carry their names in parallel in Kharosthi and in Greek script.
Although the token CKI 955 ((*Theu)sorasa, 8606(*wpov)) and the
sealing CKI 978 ((*The)uda(*masa), Oe(* 0)8(*a)(*ov)) contain just
the names, a much moreinteresting case is presented by the inscription of Kalliphön (CKI 552). Like the stele of Subhiti and thepillar
of Héliddoros,it illustrates a particular type of interaction between
Hellenistic and Indian religious practices. The silver vessel in question belongs to a hoard of nine plates and bowls, three of which
are inscribed: Kalliphin’s inscription is given in Greek (Καλλιφων
µεριδαρχης ευξαμενος ανεθηκεν τωι Χαοσει “Kalliphön, making a
vow,dedicated [this] to Khaos’) as well as in Gandhari (Kaliphonena
meridarkhena pratisunita nirakate Boasa), a second inscription is in
Greek only and a third in Gändhäri only. The inscriptions reveal that
the whole set of vessels was dedicated in a Greek ritual in the sanctuary of a deity, but the deity in question was Indian rather than Greek.
Its nameis given as Boa in the Gandhari version of Kalliph6n's inscription (interpreted by Falk 2009a as Bhava, a primordial form ofSiva)
and translated as Khaos into Greek in an instance ofinterpretational
Graeca.*°
A second type of acculturation relates to those cases where the
same person had both an Indian and a Greek name, two of which
are attested in our corpus. Denukrata from the seal CKI 1030 was
according to the inscription (Denukratasa Sagharaksidasa) also
known as Sagharaksida, and Indravarma’s biscript sealing CKI 1035
(Imdravarmasa strategasa, AeËavôpov otparnyov) tells us that he
had the Greek name Aleksandros.?’ One suspects that in the case of
Imdravarma, his choice of Greek name was influenced by the assonance of Imdra- with -andros and by the semantic affınity of -varma,
‘protection’, and Aleks-, ‘defending’. It is worth noting that the practice of double namesin Indian and Greek was employed not just by
rulers but, in the case of Samgharaksida, even by somebody who
appears to have been a Buddhist and possibly a monastic.
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Thefinal step in the Gandharan intermingling of Greek and Indian
onomastic systemsis those names that appear to combine Greek and
Indian elements. Both Helaiita in the relic dedication CKI 564 and
Theuta on the seal CKI 969 appearto share the samefinal element-uta,
whichis likely to correspond to the commonSanskrit name element
-gupta ‘protected by (a deity)’. Here it is combined with two different
Greek first elements, namely Hélio- (the sun god) and Theo- (god).
The creation of such bilingual portmanteau names wasfacilitated by
the shared inheritance in India and Greece of the Indo-Europeanaristocratic custom of compound names.”®
In the last part of this chapter, I would like to use data from the
inscriptional corpus described earlier to examine what, if anything, the
existence of Greek namesin Indiatells us about the cultural identification of their bearers. The corpus contains ten bearers of Greek names
and two bearers of Greek—non-Greek hybrid namesthattell us something abouttheir family relationships as part of identifying themselves
or sharing the merit of a religious donation, summarizedin Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 Family relationships involving bearers of Greek names in Gandhari
inscriptions (f = father, m = mother, w = wife, s = son, u = uncle,
gm = grandmother, gs = grandson,gu = great-uncle)
Century

Greek name

Family relations

CKI no.

2 BCE
1 BCE

Häliödöros (Vidisä)
Theödöros
(Kaldarra)
Theödöros (Taxila)
Ménandros

Diön(f)
Datia (f)

57

Theörös? (f)
Subhütikä (gm)
Vijayamitra (gu)

88, 89
257

1BCE-1CE
1 CE

Satruleka (f)
Davili (m)
Indrasena (u)

Hermaios (Hadda)
Hermaios (Hadda)
Theodamas
(Central Asia)
Helaiita
2 CE

unclear

Indrasena (b)
Mahomava(f)
Sonaksita (f)
Budhala (s)

455
455
727

Démétrios(f)

564

Hiperecaa (Zeda)

Vasativaca (w)

148

Hermaios

Leaka Sacaloka (s)
Satasaka (s)

328

Hélidphilos
Zénophilos

Source: Prepared by author

Mumiji (gs)

Aprakhaka(s)
Raja (s)

328
987
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The surprising result of this survey is that only one or two of these
Greek-named persons had relatives that themselves bore Greek
names, namely Héliddodros, son of Didn, and possibly Theddiros,
son of Theörös. (In addition, hybrid-named Helaüta has a Greeknamed father Démétrios.) In all other cases, the family members
of the bearers of Greek names have Indian or foreign (including
Scythian and Parthian) names. A particularly telling case in point
is that of Ménandros, a scion of the well-known royal family of
Apraca in Bajaur: whereas Ménandros himself has been given the
name of the most famousforeign ruler of Gandhära(living two centuries before him), half of his relatives have adopted Indian names
(Subhütikä, Vijayamitra, Indrasena) and the other half retain their
foreign names (Satruleka, Davili).??
We have to conclude from this that although the use of Greek names
in Gandhära bespeaks the continuing historical memory and prestige
of the Indo-Greek rulers (especially Menander), we can deduce nothing from it about the ethnicity or cultural self-identification of their
bearers (unless we have positive evidence that the whole family bore
Greek names), and we can make no more than guesses about the
amount of Hellenism entering into the complex and eclectic cultural
makeup ofthese foreign rulers of the Indian northwest that chose to
bestow Greek names on someoftheir offspring.
At the end of this chapter I would like to return to the Questions of Menander, a product of precisely the complex cultural
landscape of the first centuries BCE and CEthat is exemplified in
the epigraphic evidence. Are we able to formulate a clearer idea
of its authorship and intended audience than before? Much of the
century-long discussion of this question has operated with monolithic entities - Greek and Indian - for the one and the other: either
the Questions of Menander were taken as a Greek text co-opted by
Indian redactors for Buddhist proselytization or as an Indian text
with Menandersubstituted for a generic Indian ruler to appeal to a
Greek audience.
As we have seen, however, throughout the epigraphic record we
have evidence of Indians adopting Hellenistic culture in the Greek
city-states of Bactria (Subhiti), Greeks settling in India and practis-

ing Indian religion (Hélidddros) and a community in the borderlands
of Gandhara producing bilingual records of donations to a god that
offers an Indian and a Greek interpretation (Bhava and Khäos) at the
same time. This cultural melding process reached its culmination when
people who were by origin neither Greek nor Indian begantosettle
in and rule Gandhara and freely adopted elements of either culture as
they found them on the ground.
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One recent analysis of the Questions of Menander arrives at
nuanced results that appear commensurate with this cultural background. Vasil'kov (1993) argues that the Questions owetheir overall
literary form to an Indian culture of verbal challenge and contest (as
elaborated by the Dutch Indologists Heesterman and Kuiper) thatleft
its imprint on Buddhist as well as non-Buddhistliterature. Under this
interpretation, King Menander challenges Nagasena in Nagasena’s
assembly duringtheir first encounter, is defeated and as a consequence
has to leave the site of the verbal contest on horseback rather than on
his chariot. On the second day, Nagasenareturns the challenge when
in turn he visits Menander’s royal assembly, and although the Buddhist context demanded that Menanderbe the oneto receive answers
to his doubts, Vasil'kov considersit significant that only on this second day are some questions also posed by Nagasena to Menander.*°
Menander’s repeated defeat and the acknowledgementof the superiority of the victor conclude the traditional Indian schemeof the verbal
contest, which contrasts sharply with the impartial pursuit of truth
that is the object of a Socratic dialogue.
Although the literary form of the Questions is thus purely Indian
(with a Buddhist overlay of older patterns), Vasil'kov argues — to my
mind convincingly — that the microstructure of the argument, with its
innumerable appeals to natural phenomenaand cultural objects (some
of the latter specifically Greek), engages with Greek habits of debate
that would have been prevalentin the Greek literary culture of Bactria
(which, as we haveseen, has been richly attested by recent archaeological discoveries) and werestill current among the intended audience
of the Questions.
Applying Vasil’kov’s conclusions to the epigraphic data surveyed in
this chapter, one may therefore propose that the author of the Ozestions of Menanderin the form in which we have them wassteeped in
the age-old Indian tradition of verbal debate and its correspondingliterary form; that the author of the Questions (like the authors of other
Buddhist dialogues before him) modified this literary form to emphasize the superiority of the knowledge of the Buddhist sage Nagasena;
and that he intended the text for the conversion of an audiencethat
wasneither Indian nor Greek, but part of the cosmopolitan melting

pot of Gandhära that was Indianized enoughfortheliterary form of
the Questions to appealto it, Hellenized enoughto be persuadedbyits
Greek style of argumentation and worldly enoughto identify with the
figure of the most famousforeign ruler of Gandhara as he undergoes
conversion to Buddhism.
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carrefour entre l'Est et l'Ouest: actes du colloque international organisé par
Christian Landes & Osmund Bopearachchi au Musée archéologique HenriPrades-Lattes du 5 au 7 mai 2003, Brepols, Turnhout, 2005: 347-358.
24 Stefan Baums, Catalog and Revised Texts and Translations of Gandharan
Reliquary Inscriptions, David Jongeward, Elizabeth Errington, Richard
Salomon and Stefan Baums, Gandharan Buddbhist Reliquaries, Seattle:
Early Buddhist Manuscripts Project, 2012: 202-203.
25 A fourteenth newly discovered inscription on a stone slab from Takht-ibahi appears to record a donation by a certain Bhadrasila, son of Iphana
(Nadiem 1989; revised reading by Andrew Glass, CKI 596). The name
of the father sounds un-Indian and bears a certain resemblance to Greek
namesin Iphi-, but the similarity is not strong enoughto includeit in our
list of Greek names.
26 A fourth inscription, the sealing CKI 940, likewise appears to preserve
parallel names in Kharosthi (/// nasa) and in Greek script (/// e8pavov),
but both versions are too fragmentary to say whether a Greek name was
intended. There is no match for the substring εθραν Ιπ the online version
of the Lexicon of Greek Personal Names (http:// www.lgpn.ox.ac.uk). The
inverse type of biscript inscription presents Indian or local names both
in Kharosthi and in Greek script. Examples include Budha(*dha)trasa |
Bodatatpaca (CKI 104), Madeasa / (*M)odeiov (CKI 933), Satralakasa |
LatpoAarov (CKI 943), ama ?/ SaBo (CKI 962), Namdasa / Navöov(as well
as Brahmi Nadasa, CKI 977) and Mitrisamaputrasa ! Μιτασαμαπατασα (45

well as Brähmi Mitrasamapütrasa, CKI 1077). The examples including
Brahmi can be further compared with the biscript Kharosthi Brahmiseal

of Indravarma (CKI 364), giving his name in Kharosthi (Imdravarmasa
iSparasa) andhistitle in Brahmi (Avajarajasa).
27 Aman ur Rahman and Harry Falk, Seals, Sealings and Tokens from
Gandhära, Reichert Verlag, Wiesbaden, 2011: 179 read otpateyov, but
the expected n is clear on their photograph.
28 As mentioned earlier, Hiperecaa in the well donation CKI 148 may be a
third such portmanteau name containing a Greek first element Hippias or
Hippo-, but here the identity of the second element remains elusive and
does not appear to be Indian.
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29 Compare withthis the epigraphic record of Ai Khanum in Bactria, which
consists mostly of Greek names, but also contains one name in Aramaic
and one in unclearscript (Parker 2007: 175-176).
30 Yaroslav Vasil'kov, Did East and West Really Meet in Milinda’s Questions?, Kynomyponozua, 1, 1993: 64-77.
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